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Address Ramex a.s. 
Debex AG 
Stock Slovakia, c/o Ramex a.s. 
Stefanikova 714/52 
905 01 Senica

Country Slovakia

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Ramex a.s. has been manufacturing picture frames for wholesalers for 24 years. 
As a large picture frame manufacturer, we specialize in bulk orders of picture frames, photo frames, poster frames, aluminum frames, wood frames,
plastic frames, framed pictures, frameless picture frames and stretched canvas frames.

The picture frame production factory is located in the EU – Slovakia.

We also cooperate with other picture frame manufacturers supplying them with our picture frames made of aluminum (metal frames), plastic frames,
glass (artworks on glass) or MDF frames.

In addition to the picture frames with glass and backboard or empty frames, we also produce products ready to hang – framed pictures with
passepartout or framed mirrors.
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